In this work we investigate loop variables in Friedman-Robertson-Walker spacetime. We analyze the parallel transport of vectors and spinors along several paths in this spacetime in order to classify its global properties. Band holonomy invariance is analysed in this background.
Introduction
In the loop space formalism for gauge theories, the fields depend more on the paths than on spacetime points. The fundamental quantity that arises from this path-dependent approach is the non-integrable phase factor that represents a gauge field more adequately than the field strength does. In this approach, electromagnetism, for example, is a gauge-invariant manifestation of the non-integrable phase factor which gives the exact description of the theory, differently than the field strength and the integral of the potential. As another example of the path-dependent formalism we can cite some aspects concerning phases of gauge fields and confinement of quarks [1] . The extension of the loop space formalism to the theory of gravity was firstly considered by Mandelstam [2, 3] Mathematically speaking, holonomy is a matrix that represents the parallel transport of vectors, spinors, tensors, etc. round a closed loop. The set of holonomy matrices provides information on the curvature and topology of a given manifold. The holonomy matrix can be determined from the loop variable
where µ is the tetradic connection and A and B are the initial and final points of the path. Then, associated with every path C, from a point A to a point B, we have a loop variable U AB given by (1) which, by construction, is a function of the path C as a geometrical object. When A and B coincide, we have a holonomy matrix. Using holonomy, Bollini, Giambiagi and Tiomno [6] investigated the Kerr black hole space-time and obtained many properties of this geometry. In a recent article, Rothman, Ellis and Murugan [7] investigated holonomy in the Schwarzschild-Droste geometry, obtaining very interesting results for a class orbits in this space-time. They found that holonomy in this space-time has a "quantization" property denoted band invariance holonomy. Other investigations on loop variables in the context of gravitational fields includes the computation of this mathematical object in the Schwarzschild-Droste geometry [7] , in Taub-NUT space-time [8] , and in the background spacetime generated by a rotating black string [9] . In a recent article, clock effects were investigated by Bini, Jantzen and Mashhoon [10] via a holonomy transformation. Burges [11] and Bezerra [12] examined the effects of parallel transport of vectors and spinors both around a point-like solution and a cylindrically symmetric cosmic string. This procedure gives, in general, non-trivial results. These effects point to the gravitational analogue of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. One of us (CF) [13] investigated by holonomy transformation, the topological properties of a class of solutions in Kaluza-Klein theory and demonstrated that holonomy gives a combined effect of gravitation and electromagnetic fields in the parallel transport of vectors in that spacetime. This combined the electromagnetic and gravitational Aharonov-Bohm effects. Berry's quantum phase in gravitation [14] was studied in a recent article. The use of holonomy for quantum computation was analyzed in a geometric approach by Pachos and Zanardi [15] .
Our study of the global properties of the FRW spacetime is done by computing the orthonormal frame matrix for parallel transport of a vector along some specific paths. When this path is closed, one obtains the holonomy matrix. When a vector is parallelly propagated along a loop in a manifold M, the curvature of the manifold causes the vector, initially at p ∈ M, to appear rotated with respect to its initial orientation in the tangent space T p M, when it returns to p. The holonomy is the path dependent linear transformation T p M→T p M responsible for this rotation. Positive and negative curvature manifolds, respectively, yield deficit or excess angles between the initial and final vector orientation under parallel transport around such loops. This global property of the manifold can be used as a means of global classification of spacetimes, as pointed out by Rothman et al. [7] , who investigated holonomy in the Schwarzschild-Droste geometry. The aim of present article is to investigate the loop
